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Abstract

Background: Diagnostic decision making, especially in emergency departments, is a highly complex cognitive process that involves uncertainty and susceptibility to errors. A combination of factors, including patient factors (eg, history, behaviors, complexity, and comorbidity), provider-care team factors (eg, cognitive load and information gathering and synthesis), and system factors (eg, health information technology, crowding, shift-based work, and interruptions) may contribute to diagnostic errors. Using electronic triggers to identify records of patients with certain patterns of care, such as escalation of care, has been useful to screen for diagnostic errors. Once errors are identified, sophisticated data analytics and machine learning techniques can be applied to existing electronic health record (EHR) data sets to shed light on potential risk factors influencing diagnostic decision making.

Objective: This study aims to identify variables associated with diagnostic errors in emergency departments using large-scale EHR data and machine learning techniques.

Methods: This study plans to use trigger algorithms within EHR data repositories to generate a large data set of records that are labeled trigger-positive or trigger-negative, depending on whether they meet certain criteria. Samples from both data sets will be validated using medical record reviews, upon which we expect to find a higher number of diagnostic safety events in the trigger-positive subset. Machine learning will be used to evaluate relationships between certain patient factors, provider-care team factors, and system-level risk factors and diagnostic safety signals in the statistically matched groups of trigger-positive and trigger-negative charts.

Results: This federally funded study was approved by the institutional review board of 2 academic medical centers with affiliated community hospitals. Trigger queries are being developed at both organizations, and sample cohorts will be labeled using the triggers. Machine learning techniques such as association rule mining, chi-square automated interaction detection, and classification and regression trees will be used to discover important variables that could be incorporated within future clinical decision support systems to help identify and reduce risks that contribute to diagnostic errors.

Conclusions: The use of large EHR data sets and machine learning to investigate risk factors (related to the patient, provider-care team, and system-level) in the diagnostic process may help create future mechanisms for monitoring diagnostic safety.
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Introduction

Background

Diagnostic decision making is a complex cognitive process involving uncertainty and susceptibility to errors. According to the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, diagnostic error is defined as the “failure to establish an accurate and timely explanation of the patient’s health problem(s) or communicate that explanation to the patient” [1]. Approximately 30% of malpractice claims and more than 8% of adverse events in medicine are related to diagnostic errors [2], yet most are never reported [3]. Other researchers reported a 15% rate of diagnostic error in clinical medicine [2], with 5% of adults misdiagnosed annually in outpatient care [1,4] and about 15%-30% in the context of the emergency departments (EDs) [5].

The ED, in particular, is known as a natural laboratory for the study of errors [3], with a high prevalence of diagnostic errors [3]. Time-pressured decision making in a high-paced, high-volume, and chaotic ED environment increases the risk of erroneous diagnostic decisions [6]. Diagnostic errors are one of the most common types of errors in the ED [3]. Although precise error rates are lacking, they involve 65% of all closed malpractice claims [7]. A conservative estimate suggests that 1 out of every 10 diagnoses is subject to some level of error, and half of the errors cause harm or escalation of the health condition [1,8-10]. This results in approximately 7 million harmful errors out of the 139 million annual ED visits in the United States, making diagnostic safety a high priority for ED-related research [11].

Errors occurring in the ED often have multifactorial origins [12], and little is known about these factors [13]. In the absence of a unified taxonomy for contributing factors [14,15], the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine report [1] Improving Diagnosis in Health Care highlighted that the diagnostic process is not limited to the patient-provider interaction, and errors may result from the complex interplay of parameters related to patients (eg, health literacy, presenting symptoms, complexity, and behaviors), provider-care teams (eg, the cognitive load on providers and information gathering and synthesis), and systems (eg, health information technology, crowding, and interruptions).

There is an urgent need to design, implement, and develop novel methods to identify and reduce the risks related to the diagnostic process in complex ED microsystems. These methods should account for the dynamics of human-system interaction during the diagnostic process and address the inherent risks involved in these interactions. Efficiently screening large and ever-growing data sets, such as electronic health records (EHRs), can help identify cases with diagnostic errors and associated risk factors for mitigation strategies [16]. Data mining can be used to identify these factors and study their influence on diagnostic errors.

Data mining is a knowledge discovery method [17] that encompasses various algorithms to identify patterns and trends in large-scale data sets [18,19], such as EHRs. Previous research has shown the application of data mining techniques in the extraction of useful knowledge from large data sets in the fields of medicine and biology [20]. These algorithms use data to help scientists find input variables that have a significant relationship with the output variable. Most advancements in this type of analysis are achieved by incorporating techniques such as association rule mining (ARM), classification and regression trees (CART), and chi-square automated interaction detection (CHAI). ARM aims to extract frequent patterns, meaningful correlations, or causal structures within a data set [21] that satisfy the predefined minimum support and confidence from a given database [18]. This technique has been used in detecting disease co-occurrence, discovering adverse drug reactions, identifying risk factors for heart disease, and surveilling public health [22]. In contrast, decision trees are known to be effective in a variety of domains, with CART and CHAI being the two most popular decision tree techniques [17]. They are used to model the relationship between predictor variables and the outcome variable by recursive partitioning of large heterogeneous data sets into two or more homogeneous nodes [23].

Objective

This protocol describes the application of data mining and machine learning techniques to understand diagnosis-associated risks in the ED and improve diagnostic safety. It focuses only on aim 1.3 of the recent Improving Diagnosis in Emergency and Acute Care–Learning Laboratory (IDEA-LL) grant awarded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (Figure 1). IDEA-LL is an actionable and patient-centered program for diagnostic safety surveillance and intervention based on the available data in EHRs. Diagnostic safety events will be identified through a review of EHR triggers related to events that are known to be associated with errors in the diagnosis process. After validation using EHR data, data mining and machine learning techniques will be utilized to compare an at-risk, trigger-positive sample with trigger-negative charts. This specific part of the grant will provide evidence-based guidance to identify factors with the highest prevalence among the trigger-positive cases and information that will be used in future projects (aim 2) to identify causal relationships and inform the design of decision support systems.
Figure 1. The 3 aims of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality-funded Improving Diagnosis in Emergency and Acute Care–Learning Laboratory project and the detailed steps of this study specifically focusing on aim 1.3 to identify patient-, provider-care team–, and system-level–factors affecting the risk for diagnostic error. ED: emergency department; EHR: electronic health record.

Methods

Setting

Population and Site Participation

Patient encounters from 4 EDs will be used in this study, including 2 from the Mayo Clinic system and 2 from the University of Michigan Health System. The institutional review boards from participating institutions approved the study protocol (19-009115, HUM00173662, 1696020-1). In this study, we will extract clinical data as part of data mining using triggers and compare them with nontriggered charts through the EHR systems at 4 EDs. Diversity of racial and ethnic backgrounds is represented in the 4 EDs by including all ages, races, ethnicities, and genders.

Sample Size Justifications and Power Calculation

We will estimate the sample size based on a power analysis with a two-tailed $\alpha=.05$ and power of 85% for a predefined number of 10 independent variables that predict the diagnostic error yes or no outcome.

Sampling for Control

The control includes visits that do not meet the criteria for any trigger. We will include all ED visits in the two health systems for the entire study period (July 1, 2017-December 31, 2019). For each trigger-positive case, we will match a single trigger-negative encounter based on the availability of cases through a hierarchical procedure, which matches the encounters based on age group, gender, provider, the reason for visit, and the arrival date and time. This one-to-one matching of trigger-positive and trigger-negative cases will also help to eliminate the imbalance classes. To accommodate the potential heterogeneity across sites, the measurements will be reported as site-specific quartiles [24]. For patients with multiple ED or hospital visits during the study period, each record will be considered separately.

Variables

Quantitative Variables

A variety of factors with potential influence on the diagnostic process will be extracted from both the EHR and other standalone databases at the 2 sites. Existing literature has provided information on factors related to patients, providers, and system-level parameters and the interactions of these parameters in the ED (eg, patient-per-provider ratio and patient length of stay), which can be explored further [8,13,24-29]. Several additional variables that can be extracted from the EHR will be under consideration. The number of unexpected ED visits could be associated with a higher risk of diagnostic error [8,25]. ED crowding is a complex issue related to both system-level and patient-level factors (complexity and acuity) [28] and is associated with an increased risk for patient safety, including treatment delays, reduced quality of care, and increased morbidity and mortality [24]. Prolonged ED length of stay correlates with increased patient mortality [27]. High workloads, lack of control, and communication failures may lead to patient safety risks [29]. Iordache et al [30] showed that direct and indirect care time together are significant discriminators between EDs because of the differences between their patient care profiles and unit characteristics. Prescribing error rates are shown to significantly increase if physicians are interrupted or are multitasking [31]. Textbox 1 provides a general overview of these 3 categories.
Textbox 1. The three main categories of risk factors to be explored in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Factors</th>
<th>Provider-Care Team Factors</th>
<th>System Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>Shift schedule and workload</td>
<td>ED boarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency department (ED) visit history</td>
<td>Patient-per-provider ratio</td>
<td>Emergency severity index triage distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity and comorbidity</td>
<td>Interruptions and trauma</td>
<td>Total direct and indirect care time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Qualitative Variables**

Qualitative analysis of the ED environments, such as the cognitive load on individual providers, is outside the focus of this study but is under exploration in another aim of this grant. However, we will study factors such as patient acuity, patient volume, waiting times, number of ED providers per shift, and number of boarded ED patients (admitted to inpatient unit but still in ED because of lack of inpatient space) in the system as proxies for some of the qualitative factors such as the cognitive load.

**Data Quality and Safety Monitoring**

We will evaluate compliance with the study methodology, quality of available data, patient protection, and adherence to Good Clinical Practice guidelines. We anticipate differences in terms of practice among the sites that may impact data quality. To ensure that the practice differences are accounted for, we recruited clinicians at each site to determine important differences and help customize the trigger algorithms. In addition, data consistency and completeness will be audited using data queries designed in accordance with standard techniques. Meanwhile, potential inconsistencies and missing values will be identified during the clinician chart reviews to design and apply adequate data imputations.

The EHR systems at both sites are the same, and we use standard measurements through health systems, with some minor customizations. These standard measurements will work as proxies to better identify conditions that may result in an error, so we do not anticipate that differences in practices across sites will affect data quality. Inconsistent data will be used to examine and enhance the validity of the defined measures (triggers) and assess their performance characteristics as predictive values. Data will be screened for missing values, and most of the missing data elements will be replaced by the closest available proxy in the EHR. As both sites use Epic as their official EHR system, care providers and Epic specialists at both sites will be engaged in this discussion to accommodate potential deployment variations. In the rare event of technical problems, remaining missingness will be adequately handled by missing data techniques such as data imputation or maximum likelihood estimations [5]. Incorrect data entries in the Epic system are very difficult to identify because of the lack of other reference ground truths. However, we will perform a data cleaning procedure to ensure the meaningfulness of temporal information, and incorrect timings (such as negative values for the length of stay) will be replaced by approximations based on the follow-up events. We will also report the missing data rate and dropout rates.

**Conduct of the Study**

**Overview**

This study aims to identify the factors that may interfere with the diagnostic process in the ED that potentially lead to missed, delayed, or incorrect diagnoses. On the basis of our previous work, we will use a series of electronic triggers (triggers) to identify ED encounters with potential diagnostic errors from the EHR database. Each trigger has a predefined set of inclusion and exclusion criteria implemented in Structured Query Language (SQL) and configured for specifications of each site in the study. Each site currently uses an Epic EHR system with minimal variations owing to its specific needs. These differences will be identified and accounted for after the focus interviews with the providers. The Epic specialists at both sites are in constant communication with the research team to apply the most accurate mapping of the factors and parameters between the 2 sites. The protocol is thought to be generalizable to other EHR systems, as we emphasize the analysis of common ED concepts rather than database variables specific to Epic. All SQL queries can be modified to match other systems (eg, Cerner) by matching concepts and keywords. Table 1 provides an initial list of 6 EHR-based triggers proposed in IDEA-LL after reviewing the literature on current triggers, surveying medical directors, and using a Delphi consensus process [32]. We will start our study with the first 3 triggers, including the unscheduled visit within 10 days resulting in admission, care escalation to intensive care unit within 24 hours, or death in the ED or within 24 hours of ED departure time. If for any reason,
one or more of the triggers do not perform well, the triggers from the backup set will be used.

Table 1. Proposed electronic trigger algorithms for identifying diagnostic errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial set of triggers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 1: unscheduled return</td>
<td>Unscheduled return visit with admission within 7 to 10 days from the index ED(^a) visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 2: care escalation</td>
<td>Care escalation from the inpatient unit to the ICU(^b) within 6, 12, or 24 hours with ED attribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 3: death</td>
<td>All deaths in the ED or within 24 hours of admission—exclusive of palliative care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backup set of triggers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 4: change of service</td>
<td>A proxy for the discrepancy in diagnosis may be the change of service in 48 hours (admitted medical, changed to surgical).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 5: nonadmitted returns</td>
<td>Return visits not resulting in admission with new interventions (eg, diagnostic test that was abnormal, new medication).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger 6: high-risk conditions</td>
<td>New diagnosis or symptom-disease dyads (eg dizziness-stroke [33] and abdominal pain-appendicitis [34]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ED: emergency department.
\(^b\)ICU: intensive care unit.

We will perform a retrospective review of a selected sample of both trigger-positive and trigger-negative medical records to identify the presence or absence of diagnostic errors using the Revised Safer Dx, a validated instrument for categorizing the presence of diagnostic errors [35]. We will then compare these 2 large cohorts to evaluate associations of potential contributing factors with trigger-positive cohorts using sophisticated data mining techniques. To conduct this study, we will accomplish the following 4 steps.

**Step 1: Sampling of Trigger-Positive and Trigger-Negative Charts**

This step will apply the EHR-based trigger algorithms (Table 1) to the EHR data repositories that include ED encounters at the 2 sites, creating large data sets of statistically matched groups (for demographics and medical comorbidity or severity) for trigger-positive and trigger-negative (control) charts [36]. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for individual triggers will be refined after an iterative review of random samples of charts. We anticipate using 3 triggers that have the best predictive value for diagnostic errors.

**Step 2: Determination of Diagnostic Errors in Trigger-Positive and Trigger-Negative Charts**

This step aims to determine whether diagnostic errors are statistically more likely to appear in trigger-positive charts. We will investigate the presence of diagnostic error through manual review of a sample of trigger-positive and trigger-negative charts using the Revised Safer Dx instrument [35]. For each trigger, we will calculate the odds ratio of a diagnostic error for both trigger-positive and trigger-negative groups and perform appropriate hypothesis tests to decide if trigger-positive charts are more likely to result in a diagnostic error.

**Step 3: Mining the EHR on the Extracted Trigger-Labeled Data Sets**

The triggers for which we fail to reject the null hypothesis will be selected for further analysis. We will use EHR-based queries to automatically label ED patient charts as trigger-positive or negative. This data set also includes several potential predictive factors extracted from the EHR, in addition to the trigger labels. We will also consider factors previously underinvestigated but recognized anecdotally, as listed in Textbox 1, for the 3 categories of patient-related, provider-related, and system-related factors. Some factors can be directly extracted from the EHR database, such as arrival time, ED arrival rate, emergency severity index triage algorithm distribution, that is, severity of ED workload. We will ensure equal distribution of trigger-positive and trigger-negative data sets by the site. We can overlay these 3 sets of factors to mirror each patient’s journey during the ED stay.

For example, consider a hypothetical 70-year-old patient presenting to the ED with left flank pain. The partial information flow associated with this patient’s ED visit is illustrated in Figure 2, where patient-related diagnostic events are demonstrated by time. Figure 3 demonstrates important contextual information such as ED volume, waiting room census, and patient arrival rate, all of which can impact or delay the diagnostic process. The 2 figures provide a side-by-side example of variations in patient- and system-level factors that could influence the prevalence of diagnostic error. Such associations among these factors can only be identified by considering all possible influencers in the ED environment.
Figure 2. Example of emergency department visit information flow. CT: computerized tomography; ECG: electrocardiogram; EMR: Electronic medical record; IV: intravenous; PT/INR: Prothrombin time and international normalized ratio.

Figure 3. Emergency department context impacting the diagnostic process. ED: emergency department.
**Step 4: Analysis of the Relationship Among Patient, Provider-Care Team, and System Factors and the Risk of Being Trigger-Positive**

**Overview**

This step aims to analyze the trigger-labeled data sets obtained from the 2 institutions using different machine learning and data mining techniques. Data mining is a prevalent and effective technique for extracting nontrivial, implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful knowledge from large data sources [37]. Discovering significant information related to disease diagnosis from medical databases is possible by applying techniques such as ARM [22], CHAID, and CART.

**Association Rule Mining**

ARM has been successfully applied in various medical contexts, from the discovery of adverse drug reactions to the identification of risk factors for heart disease [22]. ARM is one of the most significant unsupervised methods for pattern recognition [37], which explores frequently occurring patterns to find hidden associations between different factors. ARM will estimate the likelihood of trigger-positive risk through different factor combinations. Its predictive a priori model combines confidence and support into a single measure of predictive accuracy and discovers the best associations among the factors in large data sets [38]. Rules extracted by this method are usually represented in IF-THEN form, which makes it easier for medical experts to interpret and comprehend medical analysis [22].

**Chi-square Automated Interaction Detection**

CHAID is a decision tree algorithm that determines splitting based on statistical tests and has been used to model the relationship between the predictor variables and the outcome variable in many medical applications, such as identifying factors influencing inpatient mortality [17]. In our study, CHAID will help answer the question “Which combination of factors leads to higher trigger-positive risk and therefore a higher relative risk of diagnostic error?” CHAID splits the target into two or more categories using an exploratory analysis of the relationship between a dependent factor and several predictor factors [39]. To see if splitting the sample based on these predictors leads to statistically significant discrimination in the dependent measure (trigger labels), various independent factors will be evaluated using the chi-square test [40]. Despite regression, CHAID is capable of illustrating variable clusters through an iterative process. Adjusted $P$ value measures are used to determine the best value of the partition or the best split, and splitting on a larger chi-square statistic indicates a more significant partition.

**Classification and Regression Trees**

CART analysis is another tree-based nonparametric data mining technique frequently used in medical diagnosis studies [23]. It has been widely used in the literature for both classification and interpretation tasks, such as identifying important predictive factors for persistent shoulder pain [41], ranking the risk factors for *Schistosoma mansoni* reinfection [42], and analyzing the risk factors of hypertension [43]. CART divides a large heterogeneous data set into smaller, more homogeneous nodes by employing recursive partitioning based on a target variable [23]. The significance of these decision rules is the definition of subgroups of patients and the most relevant interactions between them [44].

**Results**

The entire study cohort is well specified and labeled by trigger scripts, and the data are undergoing cleaning and preparation for subsequent steps. Following the completion of this study, we expect to characterize common factors associated with both trigger-positive and trigger-negative charts by applying multiple machine learning-based factor analysis techniques. These algorithms explore different combinations of factors within all trigger-positive and trigger-negative cases to identify meaningful interactions of risk factors concerning each trigger. We have already provided a list of potentially important EHR-based factors for the triggers based on our literature review and previous experiences in practice. As listed in Textbox 2, some of these factors are common among all 3 triggers, and some are specific to a trigger based on the definition. We will also expand and explore a list of previously underinvestigated but recognized anecdotally as potential patient-, provider-care team–, and system-related factors that could be approximated by these variables (eg, estimating the effect of the cognitive burden by system and provider variables such as ED crowding).
**Textbox 2.** List of potential electronic health record–based predictor variables extracted from previous studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors Across All Triggers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Demographics (eg, age and sex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emergency department (ED) encounter (date and time [D/T])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chief complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clinical impression (tenth revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems [ICD10])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Final ED diagnosis (ICD10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospital admission diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ED length of stay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of lab tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger 1: Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Previous ED departure (D/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Previous ED disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED arrival (D/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED chief complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED clinical impression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return ED diagnosis (ICD10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return hospital diagnosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger 2: Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• ED discharge (D/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospital disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Next unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intensive care unit (ICU) unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Time-to-ICU (hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger 3: Specific Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• ED discharge (D/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ED disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ED departure (D/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ED unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discharge-to-death (hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospital disposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have also updated the SQL queries of all 3 triggers to be compatible with the EHR databases at both sites. ED patients’ evaluations against each trigger are performed upon the execution of these queries on each EHR database. We reinforced multiple inclusion and exclusion criteria to the queries to ensure that test data or irrelevant information do not affect our selections. All queries share common information related to the initial encounter, followed by specific factors collected for each trigger separately. Figure 4 shows an example relational database schema on how different factors are being invoked and matched from multiple database tables to identify encounters with an escalation in the care condition, denoted by trigger 2.

The outcomes of this project include an improved understanding of the risk factors contributing to diagnostic error in the ED. The data could be used to inform EHR-based decision support systems for better prediction of the risk of diagnostic error in the ED. The first exploratory results of the project are expected to be submitted for publication by mid-2021.
Figure 4. Emergency department patients’ evaluation against each trigger is done upon executing these queries on each electronic health record database. This figure is an example relational database schema on how relevant electronic health record–based predictive factors are being invoked from multiple database tables to build up a record of escalations in the care condition, denoted by trigger-2. Abbreviations in the figure represent arbitrary variable names as examples.

Discussion

Relevance

A strategy to address diagnostic error is the better use of health information technology and EHR data [45]. This project expands upon previous work on diagnostic errors by investigating risk factors through data mining techniques applied to EHR data. In particular, we aim to generate information relevant to the future design of a dynamic ED-based decision support system to enhance the quality of emergency care through large-scale analysis of EHR records. As a result of using unbiased machine learning techniques, we will find previously unexplored associations. These novel associations will help future investigations into causal risk factors for diagnostic errors.

Building on this in the future (Figure 1, aim 3), we will use machine learning approaches with patient and frontline provider factors to develop a real-time, dynamic, trigger-based EHR diagnostic error risk prediction tool. This will inform clinicians of potential risks based on the patients’ EHR records that could be preventable or addressed through appropriate intervention.

In contrast, interfacing with other systems such as health information exchanges may improve the completeness of clinical information on patients and may help improve the predictive value of triggers (such as when a return visit was in a nearby ED that participated in a health information exchange vs not). We will be open to exploring all kinds of such interactions, and if we see signals regarding medications or other systematic alerts, we will study them further by obtaining clinician’s insights for face validity and accuracy. Although we are not specifically focused on drug or medication-related events, if they contribute to the diagnostic process and breakdowns, they will be included as covariates.

Limitations and Strengths

We anticipate some difficulties and potential limitations to our forthcoming project. First, although we have based our analysis on the patients’ medical records, it is notable that this information is not always available at all sites. Our method potentially cannot be extended to EDs that do not have an integrated EHR system, as different EDs might use incompatible EHR systems to ours, which at least requires an adaptation phase. We intentionally chose the community and academic sites to learn more about the potential difference and have recruited clinicians at each site to determine important differences and help customize the trigger algorithms. We also believe that by incorporating commonly accepted and standard measurements in this study, any future translation to other health systems would be possible by a simple mapping to the database elements of the target EHR system.

Second, our approach to investigate the risk of diagnostic error for ED patients with care escalation or death within a certain period from ED discharge will not include many events, including those that occur within the same ED encounter, possible events in other hospitals, and flag records that meet trigger criteria but are not associated with diagnostic error. We will attempt to update our data exploration approach to reduce the rate of such false-positive triggers. Conversely, a strength of our study is that the simultaneous investigation of 2 separate health systems with both adult and pediatric EDs reduces the chance of biased conclusions. These limitations are balanced by several unique strengths of this study to help identify
potentially associated contributory factors of diagnostic error in the ED.

Conclusions
The use of sophisticated data mining techniques to compare trigger-positive and trigger-negative records will enrich the list of risk factors that lead to diagnostic errors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of exploratory decision tree techniques such as CART and CHAID to determine the relative importance of associated predictors of diagnostic error. Such techniques will help identify risk factors of diagnostic error using EHR data and inform the development of future dynamic ED-based decision support systems for monitoring and improving diagnostic safety.
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